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Welcome...

Prestigious CPS Staging in Exeter Cathedral

…to the 2nd CPS Bulletin
for 2014. Now well into our
48th year of trading CPS is
continuing to build on a lifetime
of experience in the design,
manufacture and installation of
seating and staging solutions.
However as CPS approach
the 50 mark the company is
showing no signs of slowing
with

the

launch

of

new

innovative products such as the
Inova Interactive Seating which
continue to define market
trends. Whatever the project,
whatever the size and no
matter how complicated, CPS
are able and willing to provide
the solution. We look forward
to hearing from you!

Jason Hughes

The famous Cathedral was requiring a prestigious
staging system that would blend in with existing
furniture and the ecclesiastical setting.
While aesthetics were highly
important the client was also looking
for a system with the assurance
of a virtually maintenance free life.
The Cathedral obtained the help
and experience of CPS to create a
demountable staging system with
a polished solid oak surface and

oak veneered fascia’s resulting in a
real ‘statement-piece’ of furniture
complete with a Lifetime Warranty.
The Alu Rapid System used, was
adapted to hold a bespoke alter, while
a single staging deck also in an oak
finish was used to provide a platform
for a lectern.
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CPS Launch Inova Interactive Seating Brochure
one another. The system also gains favour with the
CPS have just launched their first Interactive Seating
Fire Officers as the chair always returns to a closed
brochure which showcases and demonstrates the
position never leaving chairs straying into the Corridor.
uses and ability of the Inova Interactive Seating.
Interactive seating is used in many other applications
Interactive Seating is gaining popularity in lecture
such as, Offices, Libraries, Canteens and much more
theatres across the UK and further afield and is also
for further information please call 01302 741888
used in I.T Suites and Corridor Work Stations offering
greater interactivity allowing students to lean from
Have you received your copy? If not please email sales@seatingandstaging.co.uk and include
your address details so a hard copy can also be posted out to yourself.
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VIP Press Conference Profile

The Asset chair has now successfully been installed to a
number of VIP Press Conference Rooms.
Due to the reliability and durability of the Asset auditorium product, a number of
stadiums are using the chair for their indoor VIP seating requirements. The Asset
seating range is covered by our Lifetime Warranty and is certified to FIRA test
level 4 Severe Category Use. Pictured is the impressive VIP conference room in
the Emirates Stadium, the home of Arsenal FC.

CPS Achieve Achilles
Supplier Status
CPS is pleased to announce the
latest addition to our impressive
list of accreditations. CPS is now a
recognised Achilles supplier, in shor t
it means you have the assurance
of working with an entity that is
compliant with strict international
standards and has undergone a
rigorous Achilles audit to review all
aspects of the company.

Connect with CPS
Alu Dano Demountable Dance Floor Endura Folding and Stacking Chairs
®

The CPS Alu Dano is a professional dance floor
system which shares much in common with our Alu
Rapid staging. The product which is easy to assemble
and compact to store can be set up on virtually any
level floor providing a seamless, defect free dancing
surface.

To complement our fixed seating and demountable
staging the CPS Endura® range offers a multitude
of loose seating solutions. Through an extensive
global network of companies, CPS Manufacturing Co
are associated with, virtually any conference, folding
or stacking chair can be competitively sourced or
manufactured and supplied.

CPS is actively promoting products
and services through a number
of networking platforms. Keep in
touch with CPS and find out the
latest innovations in seating staging
and more.

Customer Feedback

CPS Hire Division

Looking for a Complete Package?

The CPS Hire Department has a range of staging
and seating solutions for all your event needs. Large
stocks of Demountable staging and seating are held
so you can create any size staging structure or tiered
seating, allowing you to maximise the potential in your
venue. For more information please visit our website.
www.cpsmanufacturingco.com/hire/introduction

The School in the pictured installation purchased a
‘complete hall package’. CPS supplied a prestigious
performance stage and curtain package which
incorporated a timber surface and timber fascias. The
School also required some durable, up-market timber
stacking chairs which were also supplied by CPS as
part of the package. CPS specialises in bespoke
packages tailored to meet your exact requirements
so please don’t hesitate to ask for a no-obligation
quotation and demonstration.
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We are pleased to acknowledge your
excellent performance for the supply
and installation of tiering and fixed
seating. We placed an order with you
for 3 lecture theatres (1090no seats)
in the sum of £504,000.00 and you
successfully delivered the project on time.
We enjoyed a close working relationship
throughout the project and we would
have no hesitation in working with you
again in the future. I would be pleased
to discuss your performance and positive
approach to any future interested parties
if they so wished to contact me.
Financial Manager Sir Robert McAlpine Limited
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